TRAD1Tl0NAL MVSL1M NAMES
Before the introduction of European-style family names in the 20 th Century, traditional Muslim
names were composed of a number of basic elements: (1) the ism or 'alam, (2) the kunya, (3) the
nasab, (4) the laqab, and (5) the nisba. A person may be referred to by one or more of these
components, or by all ofthem. Note the following example:
ABU AHMAD SHAMS AL-DIN 'ISA IBN JA 'FAR IBN YAZID AL-ANSARI
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1. The ism or 'alam is the personal or "given" name, usuaUy
a. Arab names-sometimes pre-Islamic, including adjectives or substantives
with specific meanings, sometimes with the definite article: Mu/:lammad,
A/:lmad, Ma/:lmud, !jamid (-.J .)
'All, (al-)!jasan, !jusayn (-.J .) If [).

[n

b. Biblical-Qur'anic names-Harun (Aaron), Ibrahzm (Abraham), Musa
(Moses), Yusuf(Joseph), 'Isa (Jesus)
c. Compound names-often a combination of 'Abd, "servant," with one of the
ninety-nine "Most Beautiful Names" (al-asma al-/:lusna, i.e., divine
attributes): 'Abd al-Karzm, 'Abd al-Ra/:lman, 'Abd al-Wahhab, etc. Note
the Muslim, Christian, and Jewish fonn 'Abd Allah and the Christian form
'Abd al-Masz/:l.
d. non-Arab, non-Qur'anic names- such as JamshId, Isfandiyar and Rustam
(Persian) and Timur, Sanjar, and Alp Arsalan (Turkish)
2. The kunya is a name compounded of Abu, "father," or Umm, "mother:" Abu Musa
'All, '''All, the father of Musa;" Abu Is/:laq IbrahIm, "Abraham, the father of
Isaac;" or Umm Kulthum, "the mother of Kulthiim." The kunya always precedes
the ism and is usually constructed with the name of the bearer's oldest offspring.
However, the kunya does not necessarily indicate a real parental relationship and
is sometimes metaphorical or ironic: Abu al-Far;ll, "the father of. .. " or "the
possessor of excellence," i.e., "the Excellent;" Abu al-Fat/:l, "the father of
victory;" i.e., the Victorious; Abu al-Dawaniq, "the father of pennies," i.e., "the
Miserly."
3. The nasab is a list of ancestors, each introduced with ibn, "son," or bint, "daughter,"
often given for two or more generations: 'Isa ibn Ja 'jar, 'Isa, the son of Ja'far;"
Fatima bint Mu/:lammad, "Fatima, the daughter of Muhammad." Sometimes the
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nasab may refer to a remote ancestor, eponym of a clan, or founder of a dynasty:
'Abd al-RabmcJn Ibn Khaldun, not '" Abd al-Rai)man, son of KhaldOn," but '" Abd
al-Rai)man, member of the clan whose founder was KhaldOn, i.e., the KhaldOnid;"

Murad Ibn 'Uthman, not "Murad, the son of 'Uthman," but "Murad of the
Ottoman dynasty." Note other fonus such as Ziyad ibn Abfhi, "Ziyad, the son of
his father, i.e., the Bastard;" or Mamluk names such as lanfbak ibn 'Abd Allah,
"JanTbak, the son of someone."
In Persian, ibn is sometimes replaced by -i as in lfasan-i $abbab, "ijasan, the son
of Sabbai)" or by -zada, -zadah, or -zayas in Qa(iizada, "the son of
the qa<;lT."
In Turkish, the nasab is constructed with -ughli (oglu in modern Turkish
orthography), as in Mihaloglu, "the son of Michael," La'[.ughll, "the
Lesghians," (a quarter in Cairo) .
4. The laqab is a nickname, descriptive epithet, or honorific, often a title, as
a. physical qualities: al- Tawll, "the tall."
b. virtues: al-Rashld (billah), "the upright through God;" al-Man$ur (billah), "the
victorious through God;" al-Mutawakkil ('ala Allah), "the trusting in
God."
b. compounds of .. .al-Dfn, "the Religion," .. .al-Mulk, "the Kingdom," and other
words: Nur al-Dfn, "Light of Religion," 'A(iud al-Dawla, "Arm of the
State," lalal ai-Islam, " Majesty of Islam." The laqab often precedes the
ism and sometimes comes to replace it.
5. The nisba is an attributive adjective derived from the place of birth, origin, residence,
the name of a religious rite, sect, tribe, family, or other form of affiliation; and
occasionally from a trade or profession. A person may have several of these
nisbas, which in Arabic are almost always preceded by the definite article, as
Abmad al-I$/ahani, "Ai)mad, of I$fahan," Mubammad al-ShajiT, "Mui)ammad,
member of the SMfi'T school of jurisprudence," lfasan al-Na$ir'i, "Hasan, the
slave (mamlilk) of aI-Malik al-Na$ir," 'Umar-i Khayyam, '''Umar the Tentmaker,"
lfajiz-i Shlrazf, ijafiz of ShTraz. Note that in the last example, the Arabic definite
article al- is replaced in Persian by the i'[.a/a construction in -i.
In Turkish, the nisba, ending in -Ii or -Iu, usually precedes the ism: jzmirli Ali,
"Ali ofizmir."
6. A name may also be preceded by a title ('unwiin), which may vary greatly from period
to period, from region to region, and from function to function. Examples are:
Khwaja, Mawlana, Mirza, Shaykh, Usta, etc.
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7. Finally, sometimes an author may have, in addition, a takhallu~ or makhla~, or pen
name usually in nisba form: Firdawsl, "paradisiacal;" Sa 'di, "protege of Sa'd ibn
ZangL"

Exercise
Analyze the name Khwaja Abu 'All al-I:Iasan b. ' All b. Isbaq ai-rusT, Nizam al-Mulk

Additional Reading
Annemarie Schimmel. Islamic Names . Edinburgh, 1989 (Islamic Surveys) .
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